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Industrial software maintenance is critical but burdensome. Activities such as

detecting duplicate bug reports are often performed manually. Herein an automated

duplicate bug report detection system improves maintenance e�ciency using

vectorization of the contents and deep learning–based sentence embedding to

calculate the similarity of the whole report from vectors of individual elements.

Specifically, sentence embedding is realized using Sentence-BERT fine tuning.

Additionally, its performance is experimentally compared to baseline methods to

validate the proposed system. The proposed system detects duplicate bug reports

more e�ectively than existing methods.
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1. Introduction

Software often contains bugs, which are issues with the code. Potential bugs identified by

the user are submitted via a bug report. Bug reports assist with software maintenance, which is

necessary to ensure the usefulness and functionality of industrial software. However, triaging bug

reports can be time-consuming and burdensome for maintenance engineers. When a bug report

is received, the first step is determining whether the report is for a new issue or a duplicate of

an existing issue. Herein an automated duplicate bug report detection system is described.1 This

system aims to assist in detecting duplicate bug reports for software developed and maintained

by the NTT Corporation.

In our system, sentence embedding (distributed representations of semantics) generates

vectors from the description content for each element in a bug report. Subsequently, the semantic

similarities of reports are calculated from vector representation similarities. Duplicate reports are

identified by the degree of similarity. The higher the degree of similarity, the higher the likelihood

a report is a duplicate. Our system employs Sentence-BERT (SBERT) (Reimers and Gurevych,

2019) for sentence embedding. Specifically, SBERT is trained on general texts and fine-tuned

with texts in bug reports. Adjusting the text in bug reports used for tuning realizes a specialized

SBERT for each element found in a report.

To demonstrate the usefulness of our system, it is experimentally compared with two

baselines, which were built with vectors generated using all elements in bug reports and natural

1 This paper substantially extends our preliminary conference paper presented at the IEEE International

Conference on Software Maintenance and Evolution, ICSME 2021 (Isotani et al., 2021). Explanations of the

proposed method, experiment, and related works are considerably revised and expanded in a well-structured

paper format.
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language processing techniques. The results confirm that the

proposed system detects more duplicate bug reports than

the baselines.

This paper addresses the following research questions:

RQ1. Is it possible to identify duplicate reports? Directly

comparing bug reports is challenging because each report is

composed of many elements. Moreover, the type of bug report

may affect the ability to detect duplicate reports, as well as the

optimal performance. RQ1 examines the elements impacting the

ability to detect duplicate bug reports and the optimal technique

to detect duplicate bug reports.

RQ2. Does the proposed system outperform the baselines?

The proposed system processes elements separately and

subsequently fine-tunes Sentence-BERT (SBERT) with bug

reports. Determining the benefits of separating processing by

element and fine-tuning SBERT may improve our system so

that it is applicable in practical situations. To address RQ2, the

performance of the proposed system is compared to baselines

built using basic natural language processing techniques to

generate vectors from all elements.

This study has two main contributions:

• An automatic duplicate bug report detection system is proposed.

• The proposed system outperforms the baselines.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The background

is detailed in Section 2. The proposed system is overviewed and

evaluated in Sections 3, 4, respectively. Related works are introduced

in Section 5. Finally, the conclusions and future work are presented

in Section 6.

2. Background

The objective of our proposed system is to support software

maintenance processes by detecting duplicate bug reports employing

SBERT. In this section, we explain the targetmaintenance process and

details of SBERT.

2.1. Target maintenance process

Our research targets a maintenance flow that begins when a user

finds a problem (Figure 1). The details from the time a problem

is identified until the user receives a response of the findings are

shown in Figure 2. In the target system, maintenance involves three

types of bug reports. The first is generated when the user reports

a problem to the reception center (user report). The second occurs

when the reception center sends a request to the maintenance team

to investigate the problem (inquiry report). The final report contains

the investigation result and solution proposed by the maintenance

team (failure report). All reports are written in Japanese.

When the reception center receives a user report, it examines

manuals, screen displays, and logs to resolve the issue. If successful,

the center responds to the user. If unsuccessful, the center initiates

an inquiry report for the maintenance team. The inquiry report

describes the problem and the opinions of the reception center. After

reviewing the design document and code, the maintenance team

reports the findings back to the reception center if the issue has been

previously identified. If the issue is due to a new bug, themaintenance

team generates a failure report. The failure report includes details

about the problem. Additionally, once the issue is resolved, its origin

and how to prevent it are added to the failure report. Then the failure

report is shared with the reception center and the user. Finally, the

development vendor fixes the bug.

As part of the investigation, the maintenance team determines

whether the bug is due to the problem identified in the inquiry

report. Not only can this be time-consuming and burdensome, but

it also requires highly skilled maintenance engineers because each

previous inquiry and failure report is analyzed individually. As such,

skills and knowledge regarding a specific bug may not be transferred

adequately. To overcome this limitation, this study devises a system

to automatically detect whether an inquiry report is for a new issue or

a duplicate.

Inquiry reports are composed of the following elements:

• Title: Summary of the reported problem

• Content: Description of the issue, including the phenomena,

environment, settings, and operations at the time of the incident

• Commercial impact (optional): Impact of the problem on the

service and users

• Answer: Results of the maintenance team’s investigation.

The first three are completed by the reception center. The

maintenance team logs the last one by either providing a solution if

the issue is due to a previously reported bug or by indicating that a

failure report was generated because the issue is due to a new bug.

Failure reports contain the following elements:

• Title: Summary of the problem described in the failure report,

which differs from the title of the inquiry report

• Test environment: Environment in which the problem was

observed

• Details: Details of the problem from the inquiry report and the

initial opinions of the maintenance team.

• Origin of failure: This is further divided into:

• Cause: Root issue

• Conditions: Conditions in which the problem occurs

• Effect: Abnormal behavior when the problem occurs and

troubles for users

• Workaround: A temporary solution until the bug is fixed

• Affected version: Versions impacted by the problem.

• Measures: This is further divided into:

• Measure policy: How to fix the bug

• Source: A simple description of where and how to modify the

source code, which may refer to a different file

• Document: A simple description of where and how to modify

the document, which often refers to a different file.

• Feedback: This is further divided into:

• Injection cause: Cause of the bug, including background and

history

• Reason for delayed removal: Explanation of why the bug was

not found before the release
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FIGURE 1

Overview of the maintenance process.

FIGURE 2

Maintenance process of the reception center and the maintenance

team.

• Inspection: The inspection results for similar bugs in parts of

the product with a comparable structure

• Measures to prevent recurrence: Prevention measures to

prevent similar bugs in the future.

All elements are documented by the maintenance time. The

test environment and the details are documented through detailed

investigation by the maintenance team with reference to the details

from the inquiry report. Vendor developers may contribute to the

failure cause, themeasures, and the feedback. In our proposed system,

the contents of these elements are used to detect duplicate reports.

2.2. Sentence-BERT

Sentence-BERT (SBERT) is an extension of BERT (Devlin et al.,

2019). BERT is a deep learning–based language representation mode

FIGURE 3

Structure of BERT.

based on Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) (Figure 3). Unlike

Transformer, which is a language representation model that connects

encoders and decoders through an attention mechanism, BERT pre-

trains deep bidirectional representations with unlabeled texts. Pre-

training provides context and sentence relationships. The advantage

of BERT is that a high-performance model for diverse natural

language processing tasks can be realized by simply fine-tuning. The

drawback is that BERT is inefficient for large-scale semantic similarity

comparisons because converting sentences into vectors comparable

to cosine similarity is time-consuming.

SBERT extends BERT to include sentence embedding (Reimers

and Gurevych, 2019). It embodies the content features by converting

sentences into vectors. Since being published in 2019, SBERT has

been a state-of-the-art method (Ghosh et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020;

Zhang et al., 2021). The vector output is similar to the cosine

similarity. As a model, SBERT adds pooling operations to the output

of a pre-trained BERT (Figure 4). Training involves fine-tuning using

either a Siamese or triplet network. A Siamese network is a type of

neural network that employs two subnetworks to extract features

from two inputs and then measures the distance between the feature

vectors (Bromley et al., 1993). In contrast, the triplet network is a type

of embedding network trained by triplet loss (Schroff et al., 2015).

The additional pooling operation calculates a fixed-length vector of

the entire sentence from each token vector.

Our proposed system adopts a triplet network. The triplet

network uses the triplet loss function and three types of sentences
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FIGURE 4

Structure of sentence BERT.

FIGURE 5

Structure of the triplet network.

as inputs (Figure 5). The first is an anchor. The second is a positive,

which is similar to the anchor. The third is a negative, which differs

from the anchor. SBERT is trained to ensure that the distance between

the anchor vector va and the positive vector vp is a constant ǫ

(margin), which is smaller than that between the anchor vector va
and the negative vector vn. The loss function is expressed as:

Triplet loss = max(‖va − vp‖ − ‖va − vn‖ + ǫ, 0) (1)

where ‖ ... ‖ is a distance metric.

3. Proposed duplicate bug detection
system

Here, a system is developed for the maintenance process

described in Section 2.1. Our system automatically detects whether

an inquiry report is new or a duplicate of a previous one.

3.1. Duplicate bug report detection

A system must overcome three challenges to assist maintenance

engineers in identifying duplicate bug reports. The first is devising

a process to evaluate whether a bug report is new or a duplicate.

Consistent with best practices (Deshmukh et al., 2017; Akilan et al.,

2020; Kukkar et al., 2020; Rodrigues et al., 2020; Sehra et al., 2020;

Xiao et al., 2020), our proposed system uses the components of

the bug reports for this assessment. Because our research targets

an organization with a standard format for the bug reporting

process, the elements in bug reports follow a general formula with

explicit or implicit rules. Although each report has minor differences,

this barrier can be overcome by converting elements or reports

into vectors.

The second is converting bug reports into vectors that capture the

characteristics of the reported problems. To address this challenge,

our system vectorizes descriptions by element type in the report using

sentence embedding. This approach should be suitable to clarify the

characteristics of the problem because target reports are written in a

natural language. In our system, reports are vectorized by element

because each report contains unique information. Here, sentence

embedding is both a technique and a model. It converts sentences

into vectors that capture the characteristics of the content.

The third is selecting an appropriate sentence embedding model.

Our method uses supervised learning trained with general texts and

fine-tuned with texts from bug reports. Supervised learning uses

general texts because the data available for training using only bug

reports is limited. However, fine-tuning with bug reports captures the

vocabulary of the domain-specific and product-specific expressions

found in the bug reports. This approach should ensure that the

vectors reflect expressions in the bug reports.

To overcome the above challenges, our proposed system adopts

SBERT for sentence embedding and a triplet network. We chose

SBERT because it should absorb the variations in the reports. Not

only does the target maintenance system have three different types

of reports but reports on the same bug may also differ because the

wording and explanations depend on the person completing the

report. Additionally, as an attentive neural network, SBERT can learn

long-distance dependencies and is appropriate for tasks that include

the context of long sentences (Babic et al., 2020). We chose a triplet

network as it should incorporate differences specific to reports for an

organization or a product because it trains the model using examples

of duplicate reports.

Figure 6 shows the input and output of our system, where A is the

new report and B–D are the outputs. Inputs are the title and content

of an inquiry report. It should be noted that optional content (e.g.,

commercial impact) may be omitted. The output is a list of previous

inquiry and failure reports in descending order of similarity. In this

example, report B has the highest similarity score to A followed by

reports C and D. The maintenance engineer uses the results of our

proposed system to evaluate if A is a duplicate report. The engineer

reviews the content of the outputted reports starting with the one

with the highest similarity. The search is more efficient because the

list is a ranking of the likelihood of being a duplicate.

Our proposed system has four steps (Figure 7):

• Step 1. Title and content extraction in Figure 7: Our system

receives a new report as input and extracts the title and contents

of the input report.

• Step 2. Title SBERT and content SBERT in Figure 7: Our system

vectorizes each title and content element using two SBERT

models to generate title and content vectors independently.

• Step 3. Similarity calculation and report similarity calculation in

Figure 7: Our system calculates title similarities between the title

vector of the input report and the title vectors of past reports. In
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FIGURE 6

Inputs and outputs of the proposed system.

FIGURE 7

Overview of the flow in proposed system.

parallel, our system calculates content similarities between the

input report’s content vector and past reports’ content vectors.

After that, our system combines the title similarity and the

content similarity by calculating various weighted similarities

and the max and min of two similarities and selecting the

best one.

• Step 4. Sort in Figure 7: Our system outputs a list of past reports

in descending order of similarity.

Our system contains two SBERT models: one for the title and

another for the content. These models are initially built by training

with large amounts of Japanese text. Then they are fine-tuned

using descriptions from actual existing reports. After fine-tuning

and deployment of the system, additional learning can be conducted

continuously using newly created reports.

The title and the content vectors of previous reports are generated

by vectorizing their title and contents. The title and the content

vectors of all previous reports are stored so they can be recalled later.

Since SBERT outputs vectors comparable to the cosine similarity, our

system calculates the similarity scores between the input and previous

reports and outputs a list of previous inquiry and failure reports in

descending order of similarity. As the report similarity, our system

combines the title similarity and the content similarity by calculating

various weighted similarities (such as 0.75 * title similarity + 0.25 *

content similarity) as well as the max and min of two similarities and

selects the best one.

3.2. Model training

A pre-trained Japanese BERT model2 by Inui and Suzuki

Laboratory, Tohoku University, serves as the base of our system.

SBERT is built by a large triplet set of Japanese sentences using a

triplet network.

The experimental models use a large-scale Japanese image

caption dataset, STAIR Captions (Yoshikawa et al., 2017). By

referring to the literature (Uno, 2020), 100,000 triplets were prepared.

Each captioned image was vectorized with GiNZA.3 The threshold

for the cosine similarity was set. In the experiment, the margin ǫ was

set to 1, the same as that set in the literature of the Sentence BERT

proposal (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019). The other hyperparameters

were also set by referring to the literature and manual of SBERT’s

code (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019). In the future, we plan to conduct

more experiments using different thresholds and hyperparameters to

confirm their impacts on the result.

Caption pairs with values above the threshold are selected

as the anchor and the positive. In contrast, a pair with a value

below the threshold is selected as the negative. Once the anchor,

positive, and negative are set, the system is trained on the report

triplet set. The distance metric for triplet loss is the cosine distance

(1-cosine similarity).

Each report triplet set is prepared using four steps:

• Step 1: Extract the contents for the training from reports.

• Step 2: Select a report with at least one duplicate report and

randomly set the content of one element as the anchor.

• Step 3: Select a duplicate report of the one selected in Step 2. Set

the element corresponding to the anchor as the positive.

2 https://github.com/cl-tohoku/bert-japanese

3 https://megagonlabs.github.io/ginza/
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• Step 4: Select a non-duplicate report of the one selected in Step

2. Set the element corresponding to the anchor as the negative.

Triplets are prepared with all possible combinations by repeating

the above steps. Note that triplets whose anchor and positive are

swapped but have the same negative are identical, and only one

should be included in the report triplet set.

3.3. Training elements and report similarity
calculations

Element correspondence for training the title and content models

involves three steps (Figure 8):

• Step 1: Prepare data and extract elements.

• Step 2: Prepare a report triplet set from all reports and build a

model.

• Step 3: Use a sequential selection method to determine

candidates for combinations of corresponding title elements.

• Step 4: Evaluate each title element correspondence combination.

• Step 5: Use a sequential selection method to determine

candidates for combinations of corresponding content elements

and evaluate each combination.

• Steps 6 and 7: Calculate the similarity score. Our proposed

system adopts the combination with the highest evaluation. Our

system combines the title similarity and the content similarity as

the report similarity by calculating various weighted similarities,

max, and min of two similarities and selecting the best one.

The details of the procedure are as follows.

3.3.1. Data preparation
Data is treated in three steps:

• Step 1a: Label each report pair in the dataset as a duplicate or

unrelated.

• Step 1b: Identify test data as inquiry reports with at least one

duplicate report in the dataset.

• Step 1c: Separately extract the description for each element.

Extracted elements include the titles and the contents from the

inquiry reports. Additionally, single elements and the content

+ answers, which are the concatenations of the contents and

the answers, are extracted. Extracted elements from the failure

reports are all single elements, single sub-elements, and the test

environment + details, which are the concatenations of the test

environments and the details.

3.3.2. Model building
The model is built using three steps:

• Step 2a: Identify the element correspondences to train the title

or content model.

• Step 2b: Prepare a report triplet set from all reports previously

identified as training data.

• Step 2c: Build a model using the report triplet set and the above

training method.

Note that the correspondences of a pair of inquiry

reports and a pair of failure reports are the same elements.

Elements from an inquiry report and a failure report are

their titles, contents, answers to inquiries, test environment,

and failure details. For example, Table 1 shows the triplets

when inquiry reports A and B are duplicates, inquiry report

C is unrelated, and the element correspondences between

the titles and between the contents of the inquiry reports

are selected.

3.3.3. Evaluation of title element correspondence
combinations

Title element correspondence is determined using four steps:

• Step 3a: For each report, vectorize the title and treat it as the title

vector of the report.

• Step 3b: Calculate the cosine similarity of the test vector for each

report in the test data. For example, if there are reports A–D,

where A is the test data, calculate the similarity between A & B,

A & C, and A & D.

• Step 3c: List the results from Step 3b in descending order.

• Step 3d: Assess each ranking using a ranking evaluation metric.

This includes calculating the average evaluation scores for all the

rankings of the element correspondence.

The experiment used average precision (AP) as an evaluation

metric to build the system.

3.3.4. Selection of title element correspondence
combination candidates

Repeat steps 2 and 3 but change the selection of element

correspondences training, and select multiple element

correspondence combinations whose evaluation scores are relatively

high as title element correspondence combination candidates.

In the experiment, the correspondence between the

titles of inquiry or failure reports is selected. Thus, the

element correspondences are determined according to the

forward-backward stepwise selection method. The experiment

excludes the simultaneous selection of an element and

its sub-element.

3.3.5. Selection of content element
correspondence combination candidates

This is determined in the same way as selecting title element

correspondence combination candidates (Section 3.3.3), except

content elements and not report titles are used. The vectorized

content in the inquiry report is treated as the content vector.

The vectorized test environment + details of the failure report

are treated as the content vector. When selecting the element

correspondence, start with the correspondences between the contents

of inquiry reports followed by that between the content +

answer described in an inquiry report, the test environment +

details described in a failure report, and the details described in

failure reports.
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FIGURE 8

Determination of element correspondences for training models and the report similarity calculation method.

TABLE 1 Example of a triplet.

Anchor (report A) Positive (report B) Negative (report C)

Title Abnormal operation due to operation of function X Behavior of function X during process Y execution History cannot be displayed in function Z

Content The system freezes when running process Y while

using function X...

When function X is in process Y, ... will be started

before function X is finished...

In function Z, when setting ... , an error occurs

when trying to display the history...

3.3.6. Combinations of a title element and content
element

Combinations of title and content elements are evaluated using

five steps:

• Step 6a: Select a title element correspondence combination

candidate and generate the title vector for each report in the

dataset using the model.

• Step 6b: Select a content element correspondence combination

candidate and generate the content vector for each report using

the model trained with the combination in the dataset.

• Step 6c: Calculate the title similarities and the content

similarities with each of the other reports.

• Step 6d: Calculate the report similarity and list the results in

descending order.

• Step 6e: Evaluate the rankings using the evaluation metric.

Calculate the average evaluation score.

3.3.7. Best combinations and similarity calculations
Repeat step 6 (Section 3.3.6), but change the element

correspondence combinations selected in step 6a and the report

similarity calculation method chosen in step 6b to cover all

combinations of a title element correspondence combination

candidate, a content element correspondence candidate, and a report

similarity calculation method.

The experiment uses the following report similarity

calculations:

• Weighted similarities

• 1.0 * title similarity

• 1.0 * content similarity

• 0.5 * title similarity + 0.5 * content similarity

• 0.75 * title similarity + 0.25 * content similarity

• 0.25 * title similarity + 0.75 * content similarity

• Max (title similarity, content similarity)

• Min (title similarity, content similarity).

The system adopts the highest evaluation score using the

title element correspondence combination, content element

correspondence combination, and the report similarity

calculation method.

4. Experiment

The experiment compares our proposed system to two baselines.

4.1. Baseline systems

Vector similarities in the baseline systems are calculated from

a document (corpus) created from all elements in a report.

Two baselines were prepared. One used the term frequency-

inverse document frequency (TF-IDF). The other used Latent

Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003). We selected
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these approaches as the baselines since these are well-accepted

fundamental ones and are often adopted as comparative baselines

in text and document similarity measurements and other text

processing tasks (Dai et al., 2015; Shahmirzadi et al., 2019).

Furthermore, these still work well in certain areas, even against

state-of-the-art sentence embedding approaches; for example, we

have confirmed and reported that TF-IDF worked better than

approaches based on Universal Sentence Encoder (USE) (Cer

et al., 2018) and SBERT in linking security-related documents

based on similarity measurements (Kanakogi et al., 2022). Thus,

it is worth comparing our system with these baselines. In the

future, we plan to compare our system with approaches based on

other existing state-of-the-art embedding models (such as USE,

Cer et al., 2018; InferSent, Conneau et al., 2017; and GenSen,

Subramanian et al., 2018) as additional baselines to confirm the

model performance.

Each new input of the baselines requires data from not only the

new report but also all previous reports because the content of the

new report affects the vector generation of all reports. Similar to our

proposed system, the baselines output a list of similarities to the new

report in descending order.

Each baseline has four steps to detect duplicate reports

(Figure 9):

• Step 1: Concatenate the contents for all elements in the new and

previous reports.

• Step 2: Analyze the texts of new and previous reports

morphologically.

• Step 3: Generate vectors from all documents.

• Step 4: Calculate the cosine similarity and output list in

descending order.

In Step 2, a set of all words in the original form, excluding

symbols, is treated as a document. Morphological analysis

divides a sentence into words and identifies the part of

speech. In the experiment, morphological analysis employs

MeCab.4

TF-IDF weights the words in a document. The weight is

calculated by multiplying the term frequency (TF) by the inverse

document frequency (IDF). TF is a measure of the word frequency

in the document, while IDF is the degree of how rare a document

containing the word is. In TF-IDF, the vector is equal to the

number of unique words in the document. The value of each

vector component is the frequency of the corresponding word

in the document multiplied by the weight of TF-IDF. In the

experiment, scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) generates the vectors

in TF-IDF.

LDA is a topical and generative statistical model for documents.

Each document is a mixture of potential topics based on the concept

that each topic can be characterized by its word distribution. The

LDA model is built from all the documents. In the experiment, the

number of topics was set to ten. The vector represents the per-

document topic distribution analyzed by the LDA model. The LDA-

based document topic analysis uses gensim (Řehůřek and Sojka,

2010).

4 https://taku910.github.io/mecab/

FIGURE 9

Steps to detect duplicate reports in the baseline systems.

TABLE 2 Dataset used in the experiment.

Inquiry reports Failure
reports

Total number of reports 25 26

Number of reports without duplicates 2 3

Number of reports with one duplicate 14 14

Number of reports with two duplicates 9 9

4.2. Dataset

Our system is functional and was applied to detect duplicate bug

reports for software product X developed andmaintained by the NTT

Corporation. The NTT Corporation has maintained product X since

2004 using the target maintenance method. Hence, the dataset in the

experiment is the inquiry and failure reports for software product

X. The dataset is curated so that each report has between 0 and 2

duplicate reports (Table 2). The experiment focuses on the inquiry

reports issued in 2014 and their corresponding failure reports. This

year was selected because the product was mature by this time, and

the likelihood of a corresponding failure report is high.

4.3. Evaluation

4.3.1. Proposed system
The performance evaluation has five steps:

• Step 1: Divide all reports into five groups to implement the 5-fold

cross-validation to avoid overfitting by calculating the average of

the results. As the number of N-fold cross-validation, we chose

N = 5 for our experiment since often the 5-fold cross-validation

has been adopted for handling bug reports such as their severity
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TABLE 3 Number of triplets in a report triplet set and the mean evaluation

score.

Title model Content
model

Number of triplets in a report triplet set 1,200–1,500 1,100–1,300

Mean evaluation score 0.985 0.987

prediction (Chaturvedi and Singh, 2012; Sharma et al., 2015). In

the future, we plan to conduct more experiments using different

values (such as 2- and 10-fold) to confirm their impacts on the

result.

• Step 2: Designate one group as the test data. The remaining are

training data.

• Step 3: Train the title and content models using the training

data. Use the report triplet set to evaluate models, and then store

the title vectors and content vectors of all reports as previous

reports.

• Step 4: For each report in the test data, remove the title vector

and content vector. Use each report as input.

• Step 5: The system outputs a list of similarities in descending

order.

These steps are repeated for every element and report until all

data is used as the test step. Then the performance is assessed using

an evaluation metric. The performance value is the mean score of the

evaluation metric.

The evaluationmetric of a title or content model is the proportion

of triplets where the distance between the anchor and positive vectors

is smaller than that between the anchor and negative vectors.

The evaluator in SBERT is used to evaluate a model’s

performance. Five sets of models are prepared because the system is

built five times. Table 3 shows the range of the number of triplets in

the report triplet set used for training and evaluating as well as the

mean evaluation score of the five different model sets.

Furthermore, we conducted the same experiment by preparing

our proposed system without fine-tuning (i.e., without the training

step 3) to clarify the effectiveness of fine-tuning using reports.

In the experiment, we identified and employed the following

good correspondence combination and the calculation method.

For the title element correspondence combination, we identified

and adopted the correspondences between the titles of inquiry or

failure reports, between the contents of inquiry reports, between the

answers of inquiry reports, between the test environments of failure

reports, and between the feedback of failure reports. For the content

item correspondence combination, we identified and adopted the

correspondences between the contents of inquiry reports, between

the answers of inquiry reports, between the content + answer of an

inquiry report and the test environment + details of a failure report,

between the details of failure reports, and between the measures

of failure reports. For the report similarity calculation method,

we identified and utilized report similarity = max (title similarity,

content similarity).

4.3.2. Baselines
The baselines are evaluated using three steps:

• Step 1: Select an inquiry report with at least one duplicate report

in the dataset as a new report. Remove the content of the answer

and input the report into the system.

• Step 2: Input the other reports as previous reports.

• Step 3: The system outputs a list of similarities in descending

order.

These steps are repeated for all reports with at least one duplicate.

Then the performance is assessed using an evaluation metric.

4.3.3. Evaluation metric
A conversation with a maintenance engineer revealed that if

they were to adopt our proposed system to detect duplicate reports,

they would first review the results with the highest rankings.

Consequently, we selected a metric that reflects the ranking of the

duplicate reports.

The mean average precision (MAP) evaluates the output ranking

performance by a search system. First, the average precision (AP) of

the outputs from multiple search queries is ranked. Then MAP is

determined using the mean value of multiple evaluation scores of

the outputs. AP is expressed using the precision of the top r ranks

(Precision@r) as:

AP =
1

n

∑

r

Precision@r · I(r) (2)

where n is the number of duplicate reports of the input report in

our research.

I(r) =

{

1 (the rth ranked element is a match (duplicate))

0 (otherwise)
(3)

4.4. Results

The MAP score of our proposed system with fine-tuning is 0.829

compared to a score of 0.751 using the baseline with TD-IDF and

0.308 for the baseline with LDA (Figure 10). Hence, our proposed

system with fine-tuning outperforms the baselines. Furthermore, our

proposed system with fine-tuning outperformed our system without

fine-tuning.

4.4.1. RQ1. Is it possible to identify duplicate
reports?

The results show that it is possible to detect duplicate bug

reports automatically. Not only the proposed system but also the

baselines can detect duplicate reports. The results suggest that it

is possible to design an automated bug detection system for the

maintenancemethod targeted in this study. The results also show that

the training and fine-tuning process influence the ability to identify

duplicate reports.

4.4.2. RQ2. Does the proposed system outperform
the baselines?

The proposed system with fine-tuning outperformed the

baselines. Moreover, fine-tuning positively impacted the detection
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FIGURE 10

Performance evaluation scores by system.

performance by confirming that the system with fine-tuning

outperformed that without fine-tuning. The proposed system

processes each element in a report individually and fine-tunes SBERT

with actual bug reports. This approach is more effective than the

baselines, which use TF-IDF or LDA to train with all the data in a

report. For the reports targeted in this research, a combination of

processing separately by element and fine-tuning SBERT with reports

improves the performance of duplicate bug report detection.

Our proposed system has two main advantages. First, fine-

tuning with SBERT allows the characteristics of the target reports

to be incorporated. Second, training the title model, independent

of the content model, allows more appropriate vectors to be

generated. The title model focuses on expressions. Although titles

have limited content, they provide succinct descriptions of the

problem. In contrast, the content model covers a wide range of

problem descriptions. Because content containsmore details (e.g., the

test environment, setting, failure description, operations at the time

of the incident, and possibly the root cause), critical expressions to

identify duplicate reports may appear in the elements but not the

title. By combining title and content similarities in various ways,

such as weighted values and the max and min of two similarities,

and selecting the best one, our system can effectively address the

nature of each different domain dataset to detect duplicate reports.

For example, we identified and utilized report similarity = max(title

similarity, content similarity) in the experiment.

As shown in Table 3, the constructed SBERT effectively

generates vectors. Not only does using two models identify

differences in wording and explanations, but this approach can

also detect abnormalities in product X because training uses long-

distance dependencies.

4.5. Threats to validity

The data was skewed to ensure that the experiment contained

reports with duplicates. A real-world maintenance project likely has

fewer duplicate reports. This is a threat to external validity. In the

future, this should be assessed by evaluating the performance using

real-world datasets with more reports and fewer duplicates.

Another threat to external validity is that the dataset was for a

specific product. The proposed system was designed based on the

characteristics of the report descriptions in the dataset, but it may

be effective for other products. In the future, the universality of the

proposed system should be validated using datasets of reports for

other products that employ the same maintenance method.

The format of the bug report is another threat. It is difficult

to directly apply the proposed system because the format varies

by maintenance method. In the future, a generalized detection

technique, which is independent of the maintenance method, should

be developed and evaluated using bug reports obtained from different

maintenance methods.

5. Related works

Previous studies have analyzed bug reports and detected

duplicates. The similarities and differences between our proposed

system and existing works are summarized below. Furthermore, we

also summarize recent works on fundamental sentence embedding

techniques.

5.1. Duplicate bug report detection

Our system detects duplicate bug reports using vector similarities.

Similar systems have been used in other research. One study

developed a technique to output the duplication probability by

consolidating vectors. They generated fragmented elements of bug

reports (product information and priority) and the sentence parts

(Rodrigues et al., 2020). In the sentence parts, vectors were generated

by categorizing words into two groups: belonging to the summary or

belonging to a description. The approach of using different vectors to

compare reports drastically differs from our proposed system.

Another study proposed a technique to encode structured

information, short descriptions, and long descriptions (Deshmukh

et al., 2017). Their technique employed a different model for each

element, which was subsequently joined to generate a vector for a

report. Duplicates were subsequently determined from similarities.
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Models were trained such that the similarities between the target

report and duplicate reports became larger than those between the

target report and unrelated reports. Their study generated vectors

using bi-LSTM for short descriptions and CNN for long ones. In

contrast, our proposed system uses an attentive neural network to

train using long-distance dependencies to generate vectors. As such,

our system can generate more context-reflective vectors.

5.2. Bug report techniques using BERT

Other studies have applied BERT to software development and

maintenance documents. For example, one technique predicted the

time length to fix the bug by inputting texts from bug reports into

BERT (Ardimento and Mele, 2020). Another developed a technique

to identify duplicate bug reports by Open Source Software that caused

bugs using report texts and BERT (Hirakawa et al., 2020). Unlike

these studies, our system uses BERT to detect duplicate bug reports.

Furthermore, several studies (Rocha and da Costa Carvalho,

2021; Messaoud et al., 2022) have adopted BERT for encoding

textual features of bug titles and descriptions to detect duplicate

bug reports. Although our system also adopts BERT to detect

duplicates, our system examines various different correspondence

combinations at the element level and various different calculation

methods. In contrast, these studies haven’t explored such element-

level combinations. In the future, these models should be compared

with our system in detail by targeting the same datasets.

5.3. Sentence embedding

Sentence embedding techniques for extracting a numerical

representation of a sentence to encapsulate its meanings have

been well-studied in these years. Sentence embedding methods can

be categorized into non-parameterized and parameterized models

(Wang and Kuo, 2020). Furthermore, some methods combine the

advantage of both parameterized and non-parameterized methods,

such as SBERT-WK, which is computed by subspace analysis of the

manifold learned by the parameterized BERT-based models (Wang

and Kuo, 2020).

Non-Parameterized models are usually based on pre-trained

word embeddingmethods and aggregation of each word’s embedding

into a sentence. Weighted averaging techniques such as TF-IDF and

Smooth Inverse Frequency (SIF) (Arora et al., 2017) based on the

random walk to model the sentence generation process fall into this

group. From non-parameterized models, we selected the simplest

TF-IDF as one of the comparative baselines.

Parameterized models are more complex, and they usually

perform better than non-parameterized models (Wang and Kuo,

2020). USE based onmultiple objectives and transformer architecture

(Cer et al., 2018), InferSent employing bi-directional LSTM

(BiLSTM) with supervised training (Conneau et al., 2017), and the

SBERT method as one of the state-of-the-art sentence embedding

models by training the Siamese network over BERT fall into this

group. BERT, SBERT, and LSTM are often employed to achieve

complicated NLP tasks such as natural language understanding

(NLU). For example, the NLU framework for argumentative dialogue

has used both BiLSTM and a pre-trained BERTmodel for recognizing

the user intent and identifying system arguments (Abro et al., 2022).

A pre-trained BERT model, CNN, and RNN have been adopted

together in a multi-task model for multi-turn intent determination

and slot-filling tasks (Abro et al., 2020). From parameterizedmodels,

we selected the SBERT method for the core of our system.

In the future, we plan to compare our system with approaches

based on other non-parameterized and parameterized sentence

embedding models as different baselines to confirm the

model performance.

6. Conclusion and future work

Detecting duplicate bug reports can reduce the burden on

maintenance engineers. Herein a duplicate bug detection based on

deep learning using SBERT is reported. In our system, SBERT

generates vectors for each element in a bug report, which are

subsequently used to determine the similarities between reports and

output rankings in descending order.

The proposed system was designed for a specific maintenance

method. Its performance was assessed experimentally by comparing

it with baseline systems. Unlike the proposed system, which generates

vectors by each element, the baseline systems generate vectors using

all elements in the report. And the proposed system outperformed

the baseline systems. The results suggest that a multiple-step process

in which the elements in a report are separately processed and

fine-tuned with SBERT can effectively detect bug reports.

To enhance the effectiveness of our system, achieve duplicate

bug report detection in various actual development projects, and

explore new applications to achieve effective and practical handling

of bug reports, there are multiple directions for future research

roughly classified into five types: an examination of our system’s

design and settings in detail, evaluation of universality resulting in

generalization of our system, comparison with other existing state-

of-the-art approaches and identification of potential improvements,

incorporation other features including the structure of target

software, and exploring applications to other bug report analysis tasks

such as identifying typical report discussion patterns.

The first is to examine the individual degree of contribution by

item-wise processing and fine-tuning SBERT with the report texts

on the performance. We plan to evaluate our proposed system by

comparing it with 1) a system that generates vectors from separate

items in a report using a different technique, 2) a system that

generates vectors from all items in a report using SBERT fine-

tuned with texts in the reports, and 3) a system that generates

vectors from separate items in a report using SBERT before fine-

tuning with texts in the reports. In relation to that, it is also

necessary to examine better settings of our system in terms of

the model’s hyperparameters. To clarify that, we plan to conduct

more experiments using different thresholds and hyperparameters to

confirm their impacts on the result.

The second is to evaluate the robustness and universality of

our system under various environments with various maintenance

methods and report formats. To consider them, we plan to conduct

more N-fold cross-validation experiments using different N values to

confirm their impact on the result. Furthermore, it is necessary to

validate the universality of our system by evaluating the performance

using other real-world datasets with more reports. In relation to

that, we plan to generalize our system to be independent of the
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elementization of a report format. A generalized detection technique,

independent of the maintenance method, including report formats,

should be developed and evaluated using bug reports obtained from

different maintenance methods.

The third is to compare our system with approaches based

on other existing state-of-the-art models and identify potential

improvements and extensions of the system. We plan to

compare our method with approaches based on other non-

parameterized and parameterized sentence embedding models,

including USE and InferSent, as different baselines to confirm the

model performance.

The fourth is to extend our system to incorporate other

features, particularly the structure of target software products,

to improve performance in duplicate bug detection. Since the

relationships of modules provide additional information about the

source of a problem, devising a technique to identify similarities of

issues from modules in the description of bug reports should be

highly effective.

Finally, not only will these endeavors realize our ultimate goal,

but they should contribute to more effective analysis of bug reports,

including identifying typical bug report discussion patterns (Noyori

et al., 2021a), deep-learning of bug fixing time predictions (Noyori

et al., 2021b), and severity predictions (Liu et al., 2021).
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